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Vocabulary:
).(یک کلمه اضافی است.با کلمات داده شده جاهای خالی را پر کنید

Vocabulary
(recommended - strength - appreciation - expand – regard)
2

1. His uncle has………………his business by opening tab more stores.

A

2. As a sign of……………..we would like to offer you this small gift.
3. My brother was……………a high class post in the office, but he didn't accept.
4. I don't have the…………...to lift this box by myself-it's too heavy.
.جاهای خالی را با دانش خود کامل کنید
1

5. When my sister saw her score, she ................. into tears.

B

6. A hearing device is available for some people................. from hearing.
. وصل کنیدB  را به کلمات مربوط در ستونA هریک از موارد ستون
B

A

1

7. many times=

a) definition

8. distinguish=

b) abbreviation

9. an explanation of a word=

c) repeatedly

10. to short form of a word=

d) differentiate

C

.گزینه ی صحیح را انتخاب کنید
11. Hamedan has a rich ................ of historic buildings.
a) solution

b)education

c) inspiration

d) heritage

12. "Have you………..... how much the trip will cost?" the man asked his wife.
2

a) provided with b) identified with

c) stood for

d) figured out

13. There is no reason to ................ that she is dishonest with you.
a) suppose

b) suggest

c) surround

d) support

D

14. The religious man tried to improve the people's …............... in the village.
a) functions

b) morals

c) instances

d) generations

Grammar

.شکل صحیح افعال داخل پرانتز را بنویسید
15. Many new medicines ……........ since last century to cure cancer. (to make)

1

E

16. he wouldn't be so fat if he ................too much. (not eat)
.با استفاده از کلمه داخل پرانتز به سوال پاسخ دهید

0.5

17. Where would you go if you had two days off? (seaside)
.گزینه ی صحیح را انتخاب کنید

F

18. My friends had no money, ....... they?
a) had

b) hadn't

c) didn't

d) did

c) has been sending

d) sent

19. The little boy to kindergarden since last year.
a) has been sent

b) has sent

20. What is kate going to do with the money?

2

a) who has won

b) which she has won

c) has won

d) that has won

G

21. If Bob................. here, he .................... an answer for our problem.
a) is/has

b) were/would have

c) will be/has

d) would be/had

.با توجه به تصویر به سوال زیر پاسخ دهید
22. What would happen if the man didn't walk carefully?

1

………………………………………………….

H

(fall down)

.جای خالی را با دانش گرامری خود کامل کنید
23. I wouldn't bay that computer if I ............. need it.

0.5

24. Your ticket ............ send to you next week.

I

. جمله ای صحیح بسازید،با استفاده از کلمات داده شده
25. but- don't have- must- a lot of- time- ,we-we-do- enough- homework...

2

J

26. I- not- opens- find- the -which- key- this- can- door

.) جمله های زیر را باهم ترکیب کنیدbut, or, and, so( با استفاده از

2

27. I can't speak it well. I know a little English.

K

28 she can take a taxi. Her son can go by bus
.کلمات به هم ریخته را مرتب کنید
29. Did you know that BC ............. (dsstna) for Before Christ?

2

L

30. She was born and .........(bughrot) up in London.

.جمالت داده شده ی زیر را کامل کنید

1

31. These shoes are not comfortable, so....................

M

32. I go out tonight, ................ take a rest.

.متن زیر را بخوانید و جاهای خالی را با گزینه ی صحیح پر کنید
In first Persian dictionary which is still published was ......33........ more than 900 years ago.
Laghat-e Fars was made by Asadi Tusi who was a famous poet in the 15th century. The list of
entries........-34....... according to the final letters of the words. There are example sentences
which were taken from .........-35....... the dictionary has synonyms and explanations that were
used by young poets. This dictionary has been used ......36........ by the poets who lived after
Asadi Tusi. Many words have been added to the first dictionary which Asadi compiled.
The dictionary has been published several times and is a/an ......37........ treasure of Persian
2.5 language.
33.

a) supposed

b) achieved

c) compiled

d) compared

34.

a) has arranged

b) had arranged

c) have been arranged d) has been arranged

35.

a) collocation

b) poetry

c) pattern

d) research

36.

a) widely

b) accidentally

c) unexpectedly

d) lovingly

N

37.

a) painful

b) immediate

c) valuable

d) invisible

Reading
.متن زیر را به دقت بخوانید

3.5

Amounts of sleep vary greatly with age and even between individuals. Newborns sleep the
most- a newborn baby sleeps between 17 and 18 hours a day, spending nearly half of that
time in REM sleep (periods of eye movement during sleep). Both REM and NREM
(nonrapid eye movement) sleep decrease with age, and by age five, children sleep between
10 and 12 hours a dayspending about 20 percent of that time in REM sleep. The average
young adult seems to need about 8 hours of sleeper night to function well enough during
waking hours. Some people , however, sleep just 6 or 7 hours a night, while others need
more than 9 hours to feel rested. Old people spend less time in deep NREM sleep, and their
sleep is more easily interrupted. REM sleep amounts also vary across different animals,
depending on the size of the animal and its level of development at birth. The size of an
animal seems to affect the type of sleep it experiences –small animals generally spend more
time in REM sleep. Animals, such as opossums and humans that are born in a condition in
which they are unable to look after themselves or to do anything to help themselves,
generally have more REM sleep as newborns than animals that can hunt,eat, keep warm,
and defend themselves soon after birth, for instance horses. Even as animals age into
adulthood, those born relatively immature continue to spend more time in REM sleep than
animals that are mature at birth.
38. A newly born baby spend about 8.5 hours in REM sleep. (T-F)
39. The passage states that those who are likely to wake up more often during their sleep are
a)adults

b)children aged

c) newborns

d) old people

O

40. What does paragraph 3 mainly discuss?
41. How many hours do college students need to sleep?

4  از4 صفحه

 نمره02 : جمع بارم
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راهنمای تصحیح

محل مهر یا امضاء مدیر

سوال بارم
2
A 1- expand
1
1
2
1
5.0
2

1
0.5
2

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

کلید

جواب
2- appreciation

3- recommended

4- strength
5-burst
6- hard
7-c
8-d
9-a
10-b
11-d
12-d
13-d
14-b
15- have been made
16- didn’t eat
17- I would go to the seaside if I had two days off.
18- d
19- a
20- d
21- b
22- If he didn’t walk carefully, he would fall down.
23- didn’t
24- will be
25- we must do a lot of homework, but we don’t have enough
time
26- I cannot find the key which opens this door.

2

K

27- I know a little English, so I can’t speak it well.
28- she can take a taxi, but her son can go by bus.

2
1

L
M

ردیف

29- stands
30- brought
31- I take them off
32- or I

بارم

سوال
2.5
N 33-c
3.5
O 38- T

جواب
34- d

35- b
36- a
39- d

40- It discusses about the factors influencing REM sleep in
animals.
41- They need to sleep between 6 to 9 hours.

